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01 Expansive walls of 
blackened oak conceal 
the pantry, fridge and 
bathroom. 
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TREASURE 
CHEST 
•  S M A R T  D E S I G N  S T U D I O  •

Small but perfectly formed, a timber-clad 
kitchen and bathroom are positioned to 
allow this terrace to become whatever 
the family needs it to be.

Words by David Welsh
Photography by Sharrin Rees
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Plan  1:400

Kitchen elevations  1:100
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A   sharp, tight, neat renovation making a series of elegantly 
detailed moves has brought an old home up to speed, 
transforming it into a refined terrace house. In the living 
space a haunting, delicate photograph of a cloud by Trevor 

Mein sets the tone. This finely choreographed interior is indeed a 
little like a stage set, with each scene cleverly crafted by the design 
team for dramatic effect.

When Carla and Chris Chapple first moved into their terrace 
house five years ago, they replaced the old floor with a beautiful 
salt-and-pepper polished concrete surface. When a little later they 
approached Smart Design Studio to reconsider their house more 
holistically, the continuation of this delicately hued, robust floor 
became a platform upon which the architects developed their 
design for the new kitchen and bathroom.

An exquisitely detailed palette of Corian, black-stained 
oak and mirrored splashback forms the new kitchen’s material 
character. The kitchen is linked to the main living space by a short 
passageway lined with blackened oak joinery. On one side the 
pantry and refrigerator are discreetly hidden, while the other side 
conceals a bathroom and small desk space. The bathroom uses the 

same material palette as the kitchen, its mirrored walls lending it 
extra lustre. The bathroom box also conceals a flush sliding door 
panel, enabling the kitchen to be divided off from the living spaces 
for formal entertaining, or to give the kids a bit of space from the 
parents (or the other way around!).

Surface material, texture and light are employed to evoke a 
feeling of luxury. The kitchen isn’t a big space but it feels crisp and 
organized. The central island of Corian has been delicately shaved 
back at an angle, directing it out towards the courtyard. The rear 
of the island features a carefully controlled curve detail, pulling 
the bench up and out of the polished concrete floor, evoking a 
feeling of plasticity that subtly references the flair of early-1970s 
industrial design.

A subtle curve at the very end of the high-level cupboards 
sweeps the eye around to a small lounge room. A flick of a switch 
reveals a drop-down television screen – transforming the space 
into a sophisticated TV room in an instant.

A supporting cast of a tanned leather couch, timber-legged 
stools and ephemeral white window drapery all combine to form 
an elegantly realized kitchen package. 
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02 An angular edge to 
the monolithic island 
accommodates seating 
without feeling heavy in 
the multipurpose space.
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03 Lined in smoked mirror, 
the tiny bathroom was 
conceived as a decadent 
jewel box inside the 
timber joinery unit. 
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Architect
Smart Design Studio
632 Bourke Street  
Surry Hills NSW 2010 
+61 2 8332 4333
studio@smartdesignstudio.com
smartdesignstudio.com 

Practice profile
A multidisciplinary practice 
which takes on a broad scope 
of projects, from multistorey 
buildings to the interior of a 
private home.

Project team
William Smart, Jeremy Unger

Builder
SFN Constructions

Consultants
Joinery: Euro Kitchen Design

Kitchen products
Internal walls: Painted 
plasterboard; European oak 
with black paint and clear 
polyurethane finish 
Flooring: Ground and 
polished concrete slab with 
custom aggregate and arctic 
oxide pigmentation  
Joinery: Corian solid surface 
island; custom joinery in 
white matt polyurethane 
finish; European oak veneer 
with black paint finish; mirror 
splashback
Lighting: Tec-LED LED strip 
lights; Inlite Sistem 3 downlight
Sinks and tapware: Oliveri 
sink; Franke Angolo mixer
Appliances: Fisher & Paykel 
oven and DishDrawer; 
Siemens cooktop
Furniture: Hay About a Stool 

Bathroom products
Internal walls: Smoked grey 
mirror with black anodized 
aluminium trims  
Flooring: Polished concrete
Joinery: Smoked grey mirror 
with black anodized aluminium 
finger pulls; Halliday & Baillie 
flush finger pull hardware on 
concealed sliding door panel 
Lighting: Boaz Audrey fixed 
downlights 
Tapware and fittings: Astra 
Walker Icon wall set
Sanitaryware: Catalano 
Premium basin and Sfera toilet 
from Rogerseller

04 The crisp monochromatic 
materials were edited 
to keep the small space 
from feeling cluttered.   


